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THE DEMAND
FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, TO BE UPHELD!

The identity of a nation, the preamble of the US constitution/ the bill of rights/ and the declaration of independence:
each of  which unites us, and is the FOUNDATION;   CARRIED forth BY LAW:   to its rightful RESPECTED PLACE

in the governance of this nation.
 
THIS FILING: seeks the establishment of jurisdiction; quote: "the United States tax court is a
federal trial court....it is an independent judicial forum. It is not controlled by , or connected
with the internal revenue service (IRS)".

 Which does make you a legal, defined only by law judicial forum/ under which
constitutional law "comes first".

The foundation thereby laid:

 Before you are entitled to substantially collect for work done/ the contract must be
fulfilled. The work as it is designed under first amendment law, called redress of grievances, a
legal right guaranteed to every citizen, EQUAL TOO: freedom of religion/ speech/ and the
press!  MUST be accepted, available to the people as guaranteed and written,  and
established by law within the courtroom:   as true.
 

That is the basis of this claim:   for the democratic guarantees inherited/ proven by war/
protected by democracy itself: FOR ME, a citizen here; as is the foundation of first amendment
law.  The right of a nation.  I HAVE been illegally denied, evidence collected by irrefutable
courtroom trial:   by a judiciary in open rebellion against this law.  Conspiring to destroy a
foundation guarantee of each and every citizen.  The only possible cause:   they want to steal
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our authority as WE THE PEOPLE.  They want to rule.
This action/ this demand for a courtroom: Is further modified and created as a legal

right sustained,  by the evidence of threats  that extend from lies about inflation (a debt that
cannot be paid, is not a debt/ its inflation)/ through a wide variety of failures.  The invasion of a
religion called evolution (you proved nothing)/ to the most extreme realities of potential
destruction to all biological systems/ all resources destruction, by contamination or the
cannibalism of "the children's future"/ to literally risking this entire planet by bringing the
same fire as is on the sun here to earth/ by supporting those who are trying to create, the
same circumstances that led to the big bang: the single most destructive event in the history
of this universe. 

 The insanity necessary/ the horrific arrogance required/ the pride that has no respect for
life or creation whatsoever;   give you the name "satan".  Not a religious meaning/ simply
destroyers of a world.
 

Within that reality by its evidence: I have demanded REDRESS OF
GRIEVANCES,    Or by its democratic meaning, "LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE"!  IF, it
is illegal for you to gamble with their lives, their everything necessary to survive.  

Therefore in capitulation to the reality: the only thing the employees of this government,
these leaders substantially desire is money.  Therefore because I cannot take these employees
directly to court:   Consequently it is "tax  money"/ the thing they worship most. That brings us
here, to this court.  To demand the rightful/ LEGAL/ GUARANTEED RIGHT, that is
democratic authority through first amendment law: redress.  Then WHEN:  That demand
SHALL BE ESTABLISHED, as the constitution itself describes.  Then I will pay as it is my
duty to do.  Today, it is my duty to defy the criminal contamination of what can simply be
defined as "everything worth having/ every need required for survival/ the future of every child;
and more.  Has been contaminated with the filth of this "leadership failure"/ the tragedy of their
ways: the consequence called a "university education".  The resurrection of this nation, as
intended:  IS REQUIRED.

YOU, the leadership of a nation and world; have created a situation that MUST BE
INVESTIGATED/ MUST BE EXAMINED AS THE PATH TO OUR VERY
EXTERMINATION FROM THIS PLANET.  So says the evidence against you.  That
decision, that trial:  Must be decided BY WE THE PEOPLE ourselves; to survive, only the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth shall be allowed.



  The consequence of leadership failure is that:  "You stole the life, I would otherwise have
lived in time".  Or more clearly there is a personal cost/ I DO have a legitimate right because I
have paid.  The cost established by:  NOTHING is more important here, that all life on
earth;  the tragedies, the horrors, the chaos, even the HELL:   of what this evidence reveals
against you;   shall be revealed.  That is the purpose of trial/ the reality of accountability;
assigned by the employees, and their religion "the university is our god";   of this nation.  You
are not presumed innocent until the day of trial/ rather the evidence is assigned the question of
proof established: and you are held to the demand.   ALL DESTRUCTION OR POTENTIAL
DESTRUCTION OR QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO DESTRUCTION shall be stopped. 
Until the time we the people have made our decision.  One way or the other.
 

 Under federal constitutional law, YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO THREATEN THIS
PEOPLE/ STEAL FROM THE NEXT GENERATION/ OR PARTICIPATE IN "less
than friendly actions; unless required to do so" with this world on our behalf. 

The demand begins:  I will NOT be threatened by those employees in government who are
TOO DAMN INSANE, to understand:   YOU CANNOT gamble with every life on this planet/
you CANNOT risk everything for a LYING theory/ THIS AIN'T NO GAME.

 Further, you CANNOT pretend to be what you are not anymore, sworn defenders of the
constitution itself.  Because the conspiracy to deny first amendment redress of grievances: HAS
BEEN PROVEN.   The demand upon the entire judiciary as well as every leader: Either respect
the constitution and follow its direction, including redress of grievances/ or be proven fraud,
criminal, or traitor to this people.  Therefore this case, this demand under contractual law:
your right to collect taxes, IS DELIBERATELY and without doubt/ TIED DIRECTLY to
your obedience to the constitution; which does include first amendment redress of
grievances! 

GIVE ME REDRESS AS INTENDED BY THE FOUNDERS OF THIS NATION; and I
will happily pay what I actually owe.  Simple as that.  You obey the law, as your sworn oath
demands/ then I will pay, as is my duty according to citizenship.  That is the only thing to be
decided in this trial.  Consequently the "amended petition form" is not consistent with the needs
of this trial.  Any debate, as to the purpose of this trial will not be welcomed.  IT IS
OBEDIENCE TO THE CONSTITUTION:   AS HAS BEEN SWORN BY THE JUDICIARY. 
IT IS, I WILL:   receive my guaranteed constitutional right as is redress of grievances/ or
declare you a traitor; and demand through we the people your imprisonment.  Prove me wrong,
or more correctly PROVE THE CONSTITUTION/ NOR THE PURPOSE OF DEMOCRACY



which is to give power to WE THE PEOPLE, instead of our employees:   is errant or wrong. 
By the law, called justice.
 

Constitutional law provides guarantees to each and every citizen.  Those laws/ that
guarantee to me as a citizen of this United States of America is simple and plain: I AM
OWED, what the people of this USA have granted to me, through their ownership of this
American Democracy.  That guarantee is: first amendment redress of grievances as written
into the foundation of this nation called, constitutional law. 

This  contract, that unites us, as a nation;   by guaranteeing distinct rights, the critical
respect provided by our deliberate decision to provide JUSTICE to each other/ and NOT be
ruled other, than by ourselves.  REDRESS is a foundation of democracy.  OUR RIGHT to
hold our employees accountable, and retain "the last say" to ourselves, with regard to every
decision that is fundamentally important to this nation, state, etc.  WE HAVE BEEN DEFILED;
by the vomit regurgitated from the shit-holes drawn from the university sewer;  that spewed
failure.  The intentional creation of  pandemic's coming from mutilation, and nothing less their 
"satanic ritual: for lack of a better word": which deliberately places us all in harms way. Those
who use the university or military;  to hide terrorism/ to threaten everything we need to survive
or be happy with life/ plan to exterminate every child.  ARE ENEMIES, because the extreme
failures these delusional schizophrenic fools (fantasies can be real), have presented to us, 
allows for nothing less. 
 

The allegation of terrorism has been made.  The foundations critical to our survival as
a people and a world have been alluded too; as the threats so listed herein.  That leaves the
court with only one decision to assemble:   either they believe themselves to be "experts on
each and every threat"/ OR THEY MUST investigate:   because their duty is to this people, to
this nation, and to this world.   As was sworn to WE THE PEOPLE, to get your job.  Anything
less uses the position to aid and abet those people who have threatened us all.  That is clearly an
association with extreme terrorism.

  There is NO ASSERTION of theories can or cannot be proven: that is irrelevant.  Rather
there is every need to prove WHAT CAN GO WRONG/ if your theory fails!  The proof,
you cannot and will not destroy our lives/ environment/ nature/ or anything else that is
substantive and necessary for life, the chains of life, or the needs of this planet itself.  IF you
cannot prove Life first has been established/ therefore no harm can come.  THAT MEANS,



THEY DID INDEED DESTROY OUR VERY LIVES, with their games/ IF THEY FAIL.  It
is NOT allowed to gamble with our lives, our nature, our future, or anything else required or
potentially disruptive to our lives, our world, or our happiness.  We the people, are more
important; than your games, your theories, or your want.

  There is a demand to throw the religion called evolution from this government: AS IS
THE LAW.  Religion is not allowed.  Evolution is nothing more than religion; as you have not
proven "anything, regarding how life began".

 Or more simply: as employees, you are not RULERS HERE.  The constitution shall
decide, as the foundation of all law, and all rights of each and every citizen and employee of
government: without exception.  ALL EQUAL, none are sovereign/ ONLY the constitution
and its foundation documents which are the BILL OF RIGHTS AND THE DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE.  Establish and thereby create and control what is called "government"
here.
 

There are NO delusions or decisions in this trial that consider the assumption that taxes
shall not be paid.  Rather there are duties here, realities of life and failures of government
that must be addressed by the people of this government, the owners called WE THE
PEOPLE.  There are threats listed, from which our nation, and even our world CANNOT
survive; and that does mean: there is no excuse, no possibility to deny that redress of grievances
as is first amendment law.  Shall be called necessary or valid in the search for "life sustained/
our democracy returned to the principles outlined and commanded as is the preamble to the US
constitution itself".  Prove the threats are not real!  But remember in redress: it is, Our choice
as the government of this nation, not yours.  Through redress of grievances/ the first and
primary guarantee, to each and every citizen of authority over our employees by the creation of
trial, the demand for accountability, and subsequent punishment or decision by the people over
their employees.  Cannot be underestimated for any democracy.  Redress is,   EQUAL by its
standing to freedom of religion/ freedom of the press/ and freedom of speech:   as it serves in
the exact same location of value and intent;  as do these.  In the constitution of this USA.
 

I AM DENIED my first amendment guaranteed right:  and I have proven that.  I have
searched through every courtroom throughout the federal branches and state judiciary of
Illinois/ including the US supreme court.  All of which have denied redress of grievances as is
the LAW to me.  NOT A SINGLE CASE, defeated by law/ but rather every case removed from



the court through the tyranny of rules, excuses, or just plain ridicule;  that do not consist nor
conceive or defend law nor justice. 

These docketed trials at the US supreme court 08-1339 11-100, and the extra-ordinary writ
2023; are thereby brought forth in this trial;   as the primary evidence of these statements.  All
denied/ WITHOUT a single judicial signature, law, or even an  excuse.  THAT IS,  Mock
democracy/ and does establish  anarchy: constitutional law is NOT DISCRETIONARY. 
THE COURT MUST ACT.  They fail, proving the deliberate intent to destroy an active and
true guarantee of the people, to themselves as their democracy/ which is their government:  
provides and allows.  Although the list of potential evidence is long:  the US federal 7th circuit
appeals court finding no other way: is alleged to be, a criminal organization that makes us
fantasies and delusions. Thereby it is required to be investigated for fraud, and much more.  The
finding of all other courtrooms is:   "Someone controls this judiciary, or they would not all
choose to defy constitutional law".   They fear, or want something that hides behind the wall:  
it ain't the law, the constitution, or we the people".  Therefore this case demands to know
who it is that conspires to remove a constitutional guarantee from me, and from us all? 
Who it is that proves a traitor in our midst!

 Redress is accountability to the people.  Redress is their right to intercede in our
government; and establish WE THE PEOPLE, are owners here.  Nothing more or less: it is
the foundation of democracy itself.  It is we the people are the government here/ NOT our
employees, but ourselves.

That has been denied to me, even though it is the law/ our right established by our
democracy! 
 

Therefore I say to you:   UNTIL YOU KEEP THE CONTRACT, that is this democracy:
constitutional law.  THE GUARANTEES PROVIDED TO ME, as is redress of grievances: the
literal foundation of why this trial exists.  Your assumption, that a tax is required of me: is
nothing more than treason and tyranny.  I have NEVER refused to pay the tax/ I HAVE
REFUSED TO SUPPORT OPEN REBELLION, Those engaged in treason;  AGAINST
OUR CONSTITUTION!  The cases I provide as proof throughout state and federal courts:
establish the clear and certain, irrefutable conspiracy to deny that law.  That right given to me,
by my government: the constitution of this USA.  It is the judiciary/ it is the legislatures and
president or governors that disobey their oath and the law of this land/ this nation called
America.  OBEY THE LAW, and I will pay.  Fail to obey the law, and you extort/ establishing
criminal conspiracy through organized crime.
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 Your only option is to prove the guarantees of the first amendment which deliberately
includes LEGAL REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES is somehow a lie.  But make no mistake, you
cannot remove redress from the rest/ you can only make the rest, "worthless" instead.  OR THE
LAW will RULE, not you!
 

  Or more simply democracy means:  we the people rule ourselves, we are the government
with rights in the law, given to us/ by us;  as is first amendment redress of grievances.    The
LEGAL demand for accountability and truth from our employees;   IS
CONTRACTUALLY VALID AND PLAIN.  Thereby defensible in every aspect of a
courtroom in this USA.  Until you obey the constitution as is your sworn oath to do: There is
no further right to collect taxes by you. 

As employees directly involved in an active and true REBELLION against this
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  There is not only a duty to deny you access to money or
aid and abet your failures further;   there is a need to defeat your conspiracy against us all. 
There is a demand:   to unite as WE THE PEOPLE, and produce the legal consequences 
establishing the penalty of an oath, given to us by you/ that is  destroyed, by your failures.

  The penalty for these things is yours/ NOT mine.  I owe you not a penny for time lapsed/
that was your choice not mine.  I have kept the critical command of democracy, which is to
demand:   WE THE PEOPLE ARE OWNERS HERE, and will not be denied our legal rights,
our constitutional government, or our ability to decide for society ourselves/ as we see fit,
through a vote; accomplished by redress.  As the people themselves decide!  That was your
job, and you failed.
 

All methods and manners of active peaceable restraint was used in the courtrooms of this
state and this nation to demand that redress shall be kept.  That redress is the law of this nation
and this state of IL.  Each courtroom proves a conspiracy to deny.  Each verdict proves a
corruption to cover up the law/ and interdict the felony:   "YOU, the judiciary;   STOLE our
law/ our very democracy from us, by removing the only legal weapon we have to enforce
accountability and compliance according to your own oath of office".  That is treason. 

I have assembled a jury in court: the only jury I was allowed.  The jury demanded by
becoming a defendant in case Champaign county IL 2011 TR 022442.  And been refused the
right to bring redress to them;  with threats of contempt against me, by the judge.  Should I
even say the word redress, in their presence.  The judge claiming "it will taint the courtroom/ it



has no place in the courtroom/ it has no definition or substance to this court".  Thereby the
constitution not only mute/ but destroyed, by the judiciary.  The judge instructing the jury in
that case, claiming: neither justice or fair play have a place here/ only the rule can be decided. 
Therefore, the right of a jury is irrelevant/ society, reality, nor peace through fair play:  has a
place here. Only a rule/ thereby creating a ruler, called a judge who himself alone, shall decide
the penalty.  The role of every jury is to consider not only the rule, but how best to interact with
that rule for the benefit and sanctity of a purpose for happiness and hope in society itself.  That
is a "jury of my peers"/ because we must all live together, under the direction of freedom and
the reality of what that means to each and every single one.  Life, nor justice:   AIN'T a rule
 

 Because only the rule is important/ the judge interprets, "life and its reality in society, is
meaningless".  The rule makes him ruler/ the jury prejudiced to believe they may only
participate as his puppet.  An absolute denial of the clear intent of this nation through its
constitution. As defined by the preamble within it:   the description of an identity we desire for
ourselves, as this nation and its reality.

For clarity, that preamble is hereby restated, "We the people of the United States, in order
to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity, do ordain and establish this constitution for the Unites States of
America."   Contrary to the illusion and delusions of current and past leadership:   this is a
demand, this is an instruction to the entire nation, that this is, WHO WE INTEND TO
BE!  Not a game, a reality translated by our truth as a democracy conceived into this nation; as
the rights promised to each one, and to a world:   a decision,  THIS IS who we shall be.
 

 The damn religious zealots (we know everything)  and cults (we are everything of value)
of the university religious (we are like gods, compared to you) who took over government:
STOLE OUR VALUES, corrupted our lives and nation, counterfeited our money, GAMBLE
WITH OUR EVERYTHING, MUTILATE OUR NATURE, AND THREATEN TO
EXTERMINATE OUR LIVES.   And you expect me to pay for that/ the extreme insanity, the
bastard fool without a brain: is NOT who I support.  That would be insane of me! That is insane
of anyone who fails to demand TRUTH AND REALITY, instead of the clear delusion and
fantasy, the tragedy and absolute DISGRACE, of what has become "university leadership".  Do
they not control everything about government/ education/ law/ most of the rest?  Indeed they



do.  The reality:  You failed completely! 
   MAKING REDRESS absolutely necessary!   BECAUSE IT IS THE LAW! 

BECAUSE IT IS MY GUARANTEED RIGHT AS A CITIZEN OF THIS USA.   BECAUSE
IT IS your TREASON, that must be disbanded and destroyed. Particularly when you use your
position as a judge, president or other;  to deny & destroy;   the critical truth that democracy is
defended when WE THE PEOPLE stand up for ourselves.   We can only do that, WITH OUR
LAW!  The only weapon given by our constitution to declare authority and prove ownership is
OUR REDRESS.  Which means:  This is not a game,  it is the law/ this is about OUR
DEMOCRACY.  Let the evidence prove otherwise.

 Because if you the court, the leaders, proven by US supreme court trials noted here:   don't
accept the law as written within the constitution:   then anarchy is noted, rebellion is proven,
treachery is established, tyranny is in evidence, and traitor is the ultimate reality of a sworn
oath not only denied and thereby destroyed. Have been substantiated.

 Therefrom, a purpose to become our rulers/ instead of our employees has been laid.  The
demand,  to undermine our democracy, and destroy our nation, established by the refusal to let
we the people decide.  What then is the penalty for that, and all who support this disease, this
army overtaking our democracy?   Let the people decide for themselves.
 

Let the people recognize: the emblem chosen for tax court is a warriors axe/ a murderers
weapon, surrounded by a bundle of TNT (explosives) tied on: a terrorists' tool.   How is this
representing,   "justice"?    Is it not a threat, I came supported by duty/ they retaliated with "you
can be fined $25,000.00" for coming here.   How is that not intentional tyranny?  The delusion
of a ruler?
 

We then return to the cause of this trial in tax court: THE DEMAND, you the employees
of our government:   shall obey the law, and provide the truth that is redress of grievances.
To us all!  THE LAW OF THIS NATION, as intended,provided  to me, and to this people for
their purposes as the constitution guarantees and demands of you. 

Or it is my duty to resist giving you anything that assists the reality of rebellion/ the
anarchy of those whose only purpose here as produced and presented by clear irrefutable
evidence in the courtrooms of this state and nation:   IS TO DESTROY A FOUNDATION
PRINCIPLE, A GUARANTEE BY LAW TO EACH CITIZEN of this USA.
 

Your only option in defiance of this claim is to prove: that redress of grievances as



proclaimed and defined by the first amendment of this constitution IS A LIE, nothing more than
the fantasy you proclaim it to be.   I will respond/ and it is my intent to take that evidence, and
present it: "for use by democracy".   Democracy is:   WE THE PEOPLE!  Thereby, it is my
intent to LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE!   Nothing conceived by employees, gives them
authority over democracy or we the people.

  Rather OUR government, including OUR courts, are entirely owned by the citizens OF
THIS NATION or this state.  Our choice, not yours.  OUR SOVEREIGNTY as the owners
here: THE RIGHT to decide for ourselves!  Redress is the enforcement of that democracy on
our employees.  Prove democracy is wrong.
 

We begin in this final journey through the court system of America/ with the clear and
certain reality:    That the question before this court is simple and clear.   The US constitution
states in the first amendment, that there shall be, for this nation, and for these citizens of which I
am one:   the guarantee called REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.  Which simply means: the legal
right, to enforce accountability on our employees hired to serve this democracy;  as our literal
servants.  Or more simply, our employees do not get to decide anything beyond the limits or
direction that the constitution guarantees:    As our right, is their contractual responsibility and
obligation to this nation or state;  to this people we call "ourselves".

  Our contract which is the constitution, which includes;  the fundamentals defined by
the declaration of independence, and the bill of rights:   as the agreement we bound unto
ourselves, to become the democracy called this United States of America/ these states
united under this contract.

  Our contract states:   redress of grievances shall be guaranteed, to each and every citizen. 
So long as they peacefully assemble "a legal jury" to decide if my petition or complaint is
sufficient. To decide, if that petition shall include the nation/ or at a smaller scale this state
called ILLINOIS.

 This government is, "WE THE PEOPLE"/ through our constitution and founding
documents".  The government is not, "the employees hired to defend/ protect/ and obey the
constitution itself".  As is true of every employee:   YOU are NOT, "the owner".  Do you not
agree! Answer the question.

 Therefore unless the guarantees of each and every citizen are being upheld; as is the
sworn duty accepted by all leadership.  The guarantee, that they shall obey the constitution/
under penalty of law, if they do not.  The reality of this case is nothing more nor less than a



constitutional question that defines the truth of what redress; our first amendment law:  SHALL
BE for this nation, and for me.  Or more simply it is the question:   WE SHALL OWN THIS
NATION, as a democracy;  AS WE THE PEOPLE, or not?  Let the people decide.
 

Nothing else exists within the law, or the assumption of authority to demand taxes:   until
the contract with WE THE PEOPLE has been met.  Until the employees DO THE JOB for
which they were hired to do.  Because anything less is anarchy; as proven by the failure to
respect constitutional law through irrefutable court cases.  Everything more IS AN EXTREME
THREAT AGAINST US/ everything  less  is a direct and open rebellion against the people of
this UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by those who demand to be our rulers.  Including
actions that are clearly intended to enslave us all, by counterfeiting our money, and pretending
it is a debt; when in fact there is no possibility it can be paid.  That makes the money worthless/
but the numbers have been stealing our property, our work, and our lives anyway: THROUGH
LIES/ CHEATING/ AND STEALING by those who declared they can do whatever they want.

   Therefore the question before the court is: 
Make your decision: PREPARE REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES FOR THIS NATION/ or

declare yourselves to be traitors.  Simple and plain.
The people themselves shall be your judge/ as I am merely a citizen demanding my

guaranteed rights.  THAT LITERALLY MEANS: this is their case, whether I live or die/ its
conclusion is OWED to them.  From those who swore:   they would provide justice and
democracy, they will obey the constitution / under penalty of law.

There are NO EXCUSES.  Either make this decision OR pass it on directly to the US
supreme court/ WITHOUT the delusion of excuses or rules to the contrary.  Which do intend to
destroy democracy itself/ because there is no other purpose conceived by "circumstantial rule".
 

DEMOCRACY MEANS:    WE THE PEOPLE, RULE OURSELVES; by our laws, that
we create.  The government we establish OR change.

By no means or method or possibility;   is that democracy given over to those who make
rules/ so they can become our rulers;   instead of our servants and employees.  Your job is not
to assume.  Your job is to obey the constitution, and provide the legal foundations/ the
contractual guarantees;  as are each amendment in order of importance;   as we have given them
to ourselves.  A judge has no discretion in the constitution.  No group of judges have the final
say over any interpretation of what our democracy says or means, in or of themselves. 
RATHER THIS NATION BELONGS TO   "WE THE PEOPLE" and no one on earth    



Can stand and say, that definition does not belong to us/ to we the people,  alone.
 No individual/ no courtroom/ no legislature or president:   only WE THE PEOPLE, own

this nation.  And we will decide for ourselves.  Simple and plain.
 

As for me: I simply petition my government which is WE THE PEOPLE, according to the
constitution.  Through the legal assembly of a peaceful means:   to inform/ educate/ identify/
investigate/ examine for truth/ and decide for ourselves.  The clear and certain grievance as has
been put forth in this trial already.  THAT OUR LIVES, OUR NATURE, OUR FUTURE,
OUR PLANET, AND EVERYTHING WE DESIRE OR HOLD AS VALUED IN THIS LIFE,
   HAS BEEN THREATENED/ even WITH EXTERMINATION!   Consequently, if we
the people agree/ as WE ARE  the government through constitutional law!  THEN to
TRIAL WE GO:   to determine what is or is not true!     As best we can.
 

This is the LEGAL CONSTITUTIONAL TRIAL  at hand/ nothing more or less exists
until that legal right has been decided.   Your authority to collect tax, or do any other aspect of
"the business of government" ends:   UNLESS YOU OBEY THE LAW!

You have no escape:   obey the law/ establish the truth/ defend democracy, OR be called
TRAITOR.  One choice is redress, THE LAW/  or the other is treason.   There is no "in-
between".   Let the people themselves decide.
 
 
 
 
 
PROOF OF SERVICE

I, James F. Osterbur:   do hereby declare, that a true and correct copy of this first filing has been mailed to the
following parties at the addresses so listed:   by certified mail (to the court).   Placing the parcel,  in the US postal
service/ as prepaid mail on the date of 5/ 25 / 12
 
US TAX COURT    400 second street NW, Washington DC 20217
 
the internal revenue service Brookhaven appeals
1040 Waverly ave.  Stop 906
Holtsville NY 11742             refer reply to:   AP:FE:LI-BR2: JXS
 
 



 
Included in this mailing is an electronic disk containing all three filings in this case  

"Redress in tax court/ tax court 2/ and this tax court 3rd filing".  Plus the two petitions from US
supreme court cases established as participants in this trial; expected to be correct, & the extra-
ordinary writ 2023.  Be it  known that I rely on the court to obtain the appendix's to these cases
as well as the filed cases from that court.  Plus several letters of correspondence by me to the
IRS.
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